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WHAT IS THE INTERNET CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN TASK FORCE? 
A task force is formed when a problem is so large that one agency cannot control it.  

- Indiana has one of the top ranked Crimes Against Children Task Force Programs  
- Goal is to stop the crimes before they happen - this happens through educating 

children  
 
WHAT CAN PARENTS DO? 
Be cautious with old phones that you throw in a drawer  

- Kids can use these as long as they can access wifi 
 

The answer is not take the device away or monitoring software  
- The key is helping your kids make good decisions - actively involved in your 

child’s lives  
- Investigate what is already on your child’s phone  
- Commonsensemedia.org - investigate the app together with your child to 

decide if it is safe  
 

Communicate - make connections in day to day life - cannot be a one time conversation  
- Third grade and eighth grade students are on the same apps  
- Have you heard of TikTok? 

- Very invasive app  
- Takes over your entire device - downloads all your pictures and anything else on 

phone; sends them to China 
- Only has two settings  

- private - only you can see it  
- Public - anyone can see it - automatically goes to this setting at every 

update 
- Secret Apps are available - hidden in a calculator that you can set a passcode on  

- Our kids have all the time to look into all of these apps  
- We can all learn about it  

- Any app, any game can be used by a smart person to target a child  
- Key is to empower kids to protect themselves and not be a victim  



NOTES FOR KIDS THAT APPLY TO ADULTS! 
Beware of what you share online- this includes adults  

- Posting pictures on vacation tells all the criminals that you are not home  
- No need to put your maiden name out there - sharing too much information 
- We as adults over-share online and then tell our kids to be safe  
- Are you posting things about your child that could ruin their future? Are you 

positive or are you complaining?  
- Are you making yourself or your children an easy target?  

 
Who is the owner of the phone?  

- The parent is always the owner of the device because children cannot sign the 
contract  

- When you name the device - do not include actual name of child 
- The developer owns the apps - even if you pay you only bought a license  

- You cannot control who owns the pictures or where it goes - you do not 
know if you are hacked right now  

- Have you downloaded an app that was made by a foreign party that was 
made to collect information?  

- Where is your information being backed up by android or apple?  
- We use our technology like we control it and we own it and we do not - we 

only own the physical device, not the software  
 
ABOUT APPS AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

- Privacy settings and passwords can help, but not from the company who owns the app  
- Facebook was recently hacked 

- They own Instagram, What’sApp and other apps  
- Uses a third party to review the recordings on messenger  

- Just turning off your location does not mean that no one can locate you; your location is 
embedded in pictures  

- Location of a photo is not embedded with location services off until you send the 
picture; then it embeds the location from where you sent the picture  

- All apps have age restrictions - that means that children are lying about their ages to 
sign up for the apps  

- Any app that allows random discovery - what are they finding? Instagram and Snapchat 
have these capabilities  

- Fortnite - must be 18 in order to consent to the terms of agreement  
- Once you sign up for an app - your information is out there and can be sold by the 

company that developed the app  
- SnapChat - supposedly the videos are taken down in 24 hours - not true  

- Has an algorithm to find you friends -adults are posing as children with “kid-type” 
usernames and finding location and common interests of under-age users  

- How does your child decide who to friend?  



- When you like, tag, and share other people’s pictures you are opening the world to your 
life  

 
GAMING 

- Game systems are also linked to the internet - be careful of the systems in bedrooms  
- Predators are in games because kids feel safe and relaxed  
- Don’t show more support to athletes than gamers - someone else will support 

them if you do not 
 
BULLYING  

- If your kid is a bully online - they have multiple accounts that you do not know about  
- If you are caught online bullying - they can be suspended or expelled from school  
- As of July 1st - restraining orders can be made against cyber bullying 

-  
- Cyber Tipline 

- Digital related crimes against children www.cybertipline.com 1-800-843-5678 

http://www.cybertipline.com/

